Viva voce/Presentation

Final year B. Pharm Projects-2018
Date: 06-07/03/2018
Venue: Seminar Hall, Nirmala College of Pharmacy, Muvattupuzha

Description: Following was the flow of events.

Research & Faculty Development Cell

06-07--03-2018

Project Presentation- Final year B. Pharm

 Step 1: Requested the students to give their research interest, domain wise in order
of their preference (4 options)
 Step 2: Categories

the students into 4 categories based on their academic

performances.
 Step 3: R&D Cell forwarded the list of guides to final year class Incharge.
 Step 4: Groups of 3 to 4 students were formed by allocating one student from each
category based on their order of preference.
 Step 5: List of groups is forwarded to the respective HOD’s who is allocating the
guide to each group.
 Step 6: Guides were allocated in an unbiased manner by the HOD’s where in each
guide was asked to draw a lot, which contains the name of the students they are
going to guide.
 Step 7: List of students and the corresponding guide details were forwarded to final
year class in charge and the R&D Cell.
 Step 8: The list was submitted for final approval from the Principal and the same
will published after approval.
After the declaration of date for the title defense the presentations have been arranged
and the evaluation of these presentation have done by Research Committee.
The research committee:
1234-
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Principal
Head R & D Cell
Concerning Department Head
Concerning Supervisor

Project Presentation- Final year B. Pharm

After the presentation the final world of correction and suggestion by research committee
have noted down by students.
After the six month of project work the final submission of the projects have been
declared and the final bound copies of their projects were allowed to submit to the R & D
Cell.
After the one week of the submission of the final bound copies of the projects the schedule
for Final Viva Voce and presentation declared.
On the date of final presentation the research committee have evaluated all the project,
but the schedule was for one day but it extended for next day too.
After the evaluation the final marks have been calculated and submitted to examination
cell, and the copy of thesis’s are submitted to library.
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On the date of final presentation the research committee has evaluated the entire project,
but the schedule was for one day but it extended for next day too.
After the evaluation the final marks have been calculated and submitted to examination
cell, and the copy of thesis’s are submitted to library.
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